BRANDING COMPASS REPORT

What's Cooking
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What's Cooking
For young professionals looking for a great social experience to connect with friend and learn
something new, What's Cooking offers cooking classes that are social events where you will
have a ton of fun while learning to cook creatively.
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What's Cooking is fun.
You are also modern. Additionally, you see yourself as a bold, friendly and high-energy brand.

Key brand attributes are:
cook like a pro
break your kitchen comfort zone
inspires and empowers people to cook more creatively
highlights local food
the most fun a group of friends can have
fun and engaging but also educational
learn to cook a delicious dinner
no clean up/no chores
builds community with friends
high-quality ingredients
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What are the elements of a brand?
What is a brand? Your brand is a created by factors that you can control—such as your visual identity,
messaging and customer service—along with some things are beyond your control like online reviews or
other views created by your customers. A brand is the "expectation" a customer has, based on this
combination of internal and external factors.
It is in your best interest to create a strong, recognizable brand image that uses visuals and words to
position your service exactly how you want to be seen in your client's minds.
Visual brand identity: Creating consistent-looking visuals through your logo, web site, business cards,
marketing materials and social media channels makes you become memorable and familiar. Remember, we
tend to trust what's familiar.
Voice, words, messaging: Using the right words—written in places like your web site and spoken while
delivering sales pitches or providing service—is vitally important for prospects and customers to understand
your values and how you can help them.
Most brands, just like people, are made up of a unique blend of traits. Many business owners are scared to
pigeon hole their brand. However, the more you are able to focus on one or two dominant attributes and
feelings that you want associated with your brand, the easier it will be for you to develop a distinct brand
identity and for prospects to recognize and remember you.
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Your unique brand characteristics
What's Cooking visual brand attributes are fun and modern, below are some brands with these
characteristics. These examples are primarily consumer brands because people are familiar with them but
they could apply to any business.

Your primary visual attribute is fun. A fun brand will be playful and make your customers smile. It may be a
break from the more ordinary and expected design to give your clients joy. Brands are often told to
"delight" their customer and a fun brand certainly should!
A lighthearted look and feel that uses interesting colors, engaging animations, videos and photography
express fun. Sound is often a part of fun because quiet spaces are what we associate with seriousness and
fun allows us to be loud, play music, laugh, or otherwise express ourselves. In general, fun is a casual trait
because we associate fun with activities we do outside of work. Fun doesn't have to be over the top, as
simple quieter activities like board games are fun although they require concentration.
Your secondary visual attribute is modern. Modern, by meaning, connects with anything new so
sometimes there is a technological feel to modern. Choosing a modern style can look progressive. But, just
like technology, it can look out-of-date quickly. Modern also refers to a period of art which tends to be
abstract, rather than realistic or classical in it’s style. Some styles, like modern art, can be too messy, bright
or emotional. However, people tend to think of modern as clean and functional design.
The combination of fun and modern will mean staying up-to-date with what people find fun. Social
activities gain momentum, get trendy and eventually feel passe. Or, they may move from being of interest
to teenagers, then tweens then children, or the opposite way from teens, to adults. You must be aware of
these trends to stay relevant. Picking up visual signals from modern fun activities—for example the latest
social media channel, movie or video game will alert your target audience you know what they'll like. Fun
and modern pair up well by creating unexpected experiences in physical spaces for example using color or
decoration in unusual ways can quickly set the tone.
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Typography
Typography will probably be part of your
logo, but will also be used in headlines
and larger paragraphs of type on your
web site, marketing pieces or if you
write longer materials such as proposals.
Selecting and use only one or two
typefaces is ideal, to create a consistent
brand image. But, you can be a bit more
creative with a logo type than you would
want to be with longer passages,
because you don't have to worry about
the readability.
Fun typography will avoid typestyles
that are tied to serious and intellectual pursuits such as the traditional, serif fonts found in newspapers
and text books. You can expand your type choices to less traditional and a bit more trendy fonts. Fun can
also be shown by mixing type styles together that have different qualities, or colorizing in unexpected
ways—alternating letters, patterns on letters, etc. It's ok to experiment! Try adjusting the spacing between
letters, or changing the orientation of the type. However, be careful not to mix too many of these ideas as
then it becomes overwhelming rather than fun. Finally, some of these type treatments may be OK in small
doses—like in a logo or a headline—but not in longer running type.
San Serif typefaces are more modern than serif faces. Modern type should be, simple, streamlined san
serif typefaces such as Avenir, Futura and Gotham. For accents, you may want something that goes beyond
the simplest geometric shapes—they may be condensed or have a bit more visual interest especially
suggesting a technological process. You may find that using all lower case letters looks modern as well as
friendly.
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Some Google Font choices to consider

What's Cooking
Imprima

What's Cooking
Comfortaa

What's Cooking
Fugaz One

What's Cooking
Kreon

What 's Cooking
Paytone One
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Color
Color is an important part of your brand. Color can have a strong emotional and mental associations with
people and helps greatly with brand recognition. Color can help communicate about your brand without
even using words.
We've created sets of colors to help guide you based on your visual attributes.
A fun color palette will use bright vibrant color combinations. Your brand may use a larger set of colors
rather just one or two brand colors. Avoid muddied colors.
To create a modern brand identity, you will want to use color minimally. However, bolder, brighter colors
can work in small quantities as a powerful accent. White, black and gray are good choices. Modern design
reduces non-essential decorative elements but is willing to be more bold and thought-provoking if
appropriate. Refer to trends in housewares for color ideas that are trendy.
To make the most of your color options make sure you:

• Review the palettes, and choose just one grouping.

• Select a primary color, this will usually be used in your logo.

• The rest of the colors in your palette become secondary colors.

• Make sure you know the CMYK and RGB or Hex# for each color.
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fun
#5dc7ca

#fec75b

#d865a7

#73d0ee

#682d90

#e36b25

#e85676

#8dc63f

#4a4367

#cee07e

#ed185f

#f8e008

#b9d533

#00b8f1

#000000

#a3cd39

#bbbdc0

#ec0b6d

#000000

#ffffff

#f05a22

#7a7c7e

#000000

#19bfd5

#8dc63f

#ffffff

#212222 #888888

#e36b25

#45c6e5

#7b7c7f

#ed0c6e

#65459b

#555656

#231f20

modern

fun + modern

#54ada1
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Design
Developing a look & feel. The imagery you use such as photography, graphic elements and icons help
communicate a lot about your brand. Your logo can only do so much for determining the overall look and
feel of your visual brand. The imagery and design choices on your web site, social media graphics, enewsletters, packaging, physical space and other promotional materials will be an important part of your
designing a unique and cohesive visual identity.
On the next page you will find design inspiration. This collection of images can be thought of as a mood
board—a look at all of these should start to convey the feeling of your brand. There may be one or two
images that feel out of place and you may find one or more that really resonates with you. Use this as a
guide for the type of imagery you could consider and the feel it should have. You may need to find imagery
more specific to your niche.
To show fun make sure you are using imagery that plays to peoples emotions and memories of joy. It
could mean showing a photo of someone having fun or being silly, an item that brings joy or something
unexpected that will surprise and delight. Because children and animals are playful they may help portray
fun.
Modern to some people means up-to-date and contemporary, but modern is also refers to a period of art
it’s own style. To look contemporary, refer to trends in housewares to see examples of color palettes and
shapes that are of the moment. Modern avoids classic layouts such as centered typography and symmetry,
especially if paired with traditional serif type. However, there is frequently a simplicity to design considered
modern because it may follow the mantra of form follows function which sheds unnecessary detail.
On the following pages are images that capture the feeling your are trying to portray.

• Review this imagery holistically, and confirm that this gives the right feeling for your brand.

• Choose a small number of visuals that will be used consistently in your branding—on your web
site, your social media channels, printed marketing materials, etc.

• Articulate what is core to your brand attributes so that any new imagery that is used upholds
these same standards.
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Voice
In addition to visual elements like typography, layout and color, how you describe What's Cooking and how
you talk with your prospects enhances (or detracts from your brand).

Word Cloud
Below is a word-cloud of the words you wrote in your Branding Compass workbook. The
larger the word the more frequently it appeared in your answers.
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Using your brand's voice
Fun is heavily tied to the voice for your brand and your in-person customer service. Being fun can be overt
as cracking a joke, or just ensuring that we aren't taking things too seriously.
Speak and write using a modern voice. To describe your brand in a modern way, you may want to use upto-date slang language. However, make sure it's understandable to your audience! Additionally, modern is
bold and simple so being succinct in you writing will have the best impact.
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Highlighting your benefits
Don’t forget the emotional connection. When What's Cooking says it is creative, what is the emotional
benefit? Do customers feel like they may get a product or solution from you that is totally unique? Are your
customers already creative and want assurance you are too, or is this an opportunity for them to explore
their creativity and get outside their comfort zone?
When you say your company is adventurous, what does it mean to your clients emotionally? Do customers
feel they are trying something totally new?
How does it make your clients feel when you say your company is high energy? When someone makes a
choice to do something to improve their health, they are making a commitment to themselves. Can your
service help people feel like they are taking came of themselves?

Marketing
You said that the number one way that prospects will hear about your business is social media. Social media
is a great place to show fun since it is a venue for people to share experiences and is tied more to
extracurricular time rather than business. Make sure that you are using a modern design sense for imagery
that is shared.
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Ideal Client Profile
You described your most ideal clients as young professionals looking for a great social experience to
connect with friend and learn something new
This is a summary of your ideal customers. Your ideal customers are female. They are young adults and
middle aged adults. Your clients are most frequently moms, dads, single and married. They are located in
the Portsmouth, NH area. They are buying for personal use.
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Product-Market Fit
Reviewing your market-fit chart
On the next page, we’ve mapped the descriptors and pain points of the marketplace (your ideal client)
against what you are offering.
When you look at your market-product fit chart, you'll see list of your key benefits, differentiators and
personal attributes on the left and a list of details about your ideal client on the right side.
Remember you selected and then ranked these choices. So while all may be valid, you want to make sure
that you are focusing on, and promoting the values and benefits your prospects are looking for.
The darker the color and higher up on the vertical lists indicates a higher correlation between what you’re
offering and what your customers/prospects are looking for.
Gray text indicates traits that have no match.
Red indicates a conflict between your product or service and what the market wants.

• Look at the benefits that are at the top of this list, these have the most appeal to your ideal
customer.

• Focus on these benefits in your messaging, as it will resonate with your buyers.

• Reviewing this list can help you better define and refine your most ideal client. Your key benefits
may really catch the attention of a certain sub-group, but be of only general interest to others. On
the other hand, there may be a feature you could better promote that will more directly address a
pain point your prospects are having.
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Your Market-Product Fit Chart

What's Cooking is...
fun
is entertaining
adventurous
high energy
delicious
takes care of something your
customers don't want to do
creative
makes your customers feel good
makes your customers look good
more accessible than your
competitors
easy-to-use
higher quality than your
competitors
more luxurious than your
competitors
unique

Your ideal customers are...
they want to feel good
they want to treat themselves
they want to have fun
adventurous
high energy
eager to try new things
they want to make things easier
they lack the knowledge or
expertise to handle their
problem
foodie
frugal
looking for work/life balance
Chopped fans

About this chart
highest appeal

supports the community

strong appeal

better looking than your
competitors

good appeal

more complete features than
your competitors

some appeal
neutral
conflicting
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Competition
Compared to your competition, What's Cooking is better looking. Is that clear on your web site or other
marketing materials?

• Spend some time looking at your competitors to see how you are different and how you are the
same. Look at their visual style including their predominant color scheme, the design of their logo
and look and feel of their web site including photography and other design elements. You want to
make sure you are different enough from them, but you may still want to feel like you’re part of
the same community.

• Read the content of their web pages to see what benefits they list and compare them to your key
differentiators. Is it clear why ScanPower is different and better?

• Make sure that "better looking" is clearly articulated on your own web site, in marketing materials
and when you speak to prospects.
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Stonewall Kitchens Demo Classes
We truly have something for everyone, and invite you to
take a class to discover fantastic new food ideas. Our
demonstration style classes are fun to watch, easy to
learn, and best of all, taste great!

Fork Food Lab
Maine's shared kitchen and tasting room is open for
business! We're a community kitchen that connects food
makers with food lovers.

Paint Nite/Muse
Paint Nite is not a typical paint and sip company. Join the
largest global community of local artists sharing their
passion while you share a drink!

Parties That Cook
Parties That Cook is a mobile culinary events company
staging corporate team building events and private
cooking parties throughout the San.
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Next steps
Fine tune your Unique Value Proposition
Here’s your UVP again:
For young professionals looking for a great social experience to connect with friend and learn something
new, What's Cooking offers cooking classes that are social events where you will have a ton of fun while
learning to cook creatively.
It could also be phrased as:
What's Cooking offers fun cooking classes that are social events that will have a ton of fun while learning
to cook creatively for young professionals looking for a great social experience to connect with friend and
learn something new.
Your UVP is a long, we recommend that it be fewer than 70 words, ideally less than 50. It should not be
multiple sentences, just one sentence. Think about how you can refine this to really get to the essence of
what is special about your brand.
You may find that it will be easier to remember and more interesting if you take the essential elements and
phrase it differently. Try:

• Re-ordering the phrases

• Splitting it into multiple sentences

• Streamlining it to its core essence

• Use it as the basis for your web site copy, expanding it with more details about your service or its
benefits

• Writing different versions for different key client types
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Plan your brand identity
Since you are in the pre-revenue stage and may not have a finalized logo yet, use this report as your guide.
Use the information found in the guide to determin if you need to adjust your brand.
On your own, or with the help of a designer aim to:

• If you will be redesigning a logo, web site, packaging, etc. review this report with your designer
highlighting the most critical elements that make up your distinct brand position.

• If you have not yet create a small palette of corporate colors. These generally start with the colors
in your logo. Make sure you know the CMYK and RGB or Hex# for each color.

• Choose just one or two typefaces and use them consistently. Make sure they are available on
your computer and on your web site.

• When you have a final logo use it consistently. Make sure you get the eps files from the logo
designer so it can scaled to different sizes and printed in high resolution.

• Buy or create imagery that creates a distinct and memorable look and feel that connects with
what your brand stands for.

• Review your market-product fit chart. Look at every customer descriptor and every one of your
own attributes and see if there are any misses you need to address.

• In your marketing, focus your messaging on the areas that show a lot of crossover between the
two sides.

• Review your web site, does it visually create the right "look and feel" to support your brand?

• Does your web site use the language that will show why you are different than your competition
and offer more appealing benefits to your ideal customers?
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